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Introduc$on	of	Secure	MPC		

	
	

[Yao82,GMW87,BGW88,	CCD88]	



Mul$-Party	Computa$on	(MPC)		
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f(x1, x2, x3, x4) = (y1, y2 ,y3 ,y4 ) 
 

Adversary:	
	

Unbounded	or	PPT		

Sta$c	or	Adap$ve		
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Passive	or	Ac$ve	
	

Goal:		
Correctness:	Everyone	computes		f(x1,…,x4)			
Security:	Nothing	else	revealed	
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Sta$c	Corrup$on	

Adap$ve	Corrup$on	

Corrupt	only	on	the	onset	
of	π	

Corrupt	adap$vely	
during	the	execu$on	of	π	
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Modelling	Communica$on		
	

 
 
 

	

Simultaneous Message Exchange Channel: in	each	round,	all	par$es	
can	simultaneously	exchange	messages	(rushing-adversary).	

 
Important: Round/Communication complexity  

	



State	of	the	Art:	Communica$on	
Complexity		

	
Informa.on-Theore.c	Se?ng	 Computa.onal	Se?ng		

O(n|C|)	 	<<	|C|	

FHE	



State	of	the	Art:	Round	Complexity		

	
Informa.on-Theore.c	Se?ng*	 Computa.onal	Se?ng		

	
O(depthC)	

2PC	 MPC	
5	rounds	[KO04]	 O(1)	



Mo$va$ng	Ques$ons	

Lower	bounds	on	the	communica$on	and	round	complexity	of	
(adap$ve)	protocols.	

	
Both	for	Informa$on-Theore$c		

&	
Computa$onally	secure	protocols	



Our	results:	Communica$on	
Complexity		

	
Informa.on-Theore.c	Se?ng*	 Computa.onal	Se?ng		

Ω(n|C|)	 	<<	|C|	

FHE	

[DNP16]: any protocol that follows the typical gate-by-gate design pattern* of secure 
computation must have Ω(n|C|) communication (even with preprocessing).  

Informa$on-Theore$c	Se5ng:		



Our	Results:	Round	Complexity		

Informa.on-Theore.c	Se?ng	 Computa.onal	Se?ng		

	
Ω(depthC)	

2PC	 MPC	
5	rounds	[KO04]	 O(1)	

[DNP16]: any protocol that follows the typical gate-by-gate design pattern of secure 
computation must have Ω(depthC) rounds (even with preprocessing).  

[GMPP16]: Suppose that there exists a k-round NMCOM scheme; then there exists a  
max(4, k + 1)-round protocol for securely realizing every functionality in the 

simultaneous message exchange model.   

Informa$on-Theore$c	Se5ng:		

Computa$onal	Se5ng:		



Our	Results:	Round	Complexity		

Informa.on-Theore.c	Se?ng	 Computa.onal	Se?ng		

	
Ω(depthC)	

2PC	 MCF*	
max(4,k+1)1	 max(4,k+1)	

[DNP16]: any protocol that follows the typical gate-by-gate design pattern of secure 
computation must have Ω(depthC) rounds (even with preprocessing).  

[GMPP16]: Suppose that there exists a k-round NMCOM scheme; then there exists a  
max(4, k + 1)-round protocol for securely realizing every functionality in the 

simultaneous message exchange model.   

Informa$on-Theore$c	Se5ng:		

Computa$onal	Se5ng:		

1	k-round	NMCOM	



Computa$onal	Sehng	



Round	Complexity	of	MPC	Protocols	in	
the	computa$onal	sehng			

Plain	model:	max(4,	k+1)	rounds	given	a	k-round	non-malleable						 	
																		commitment			[GMPP16]	

CRS	Model:	2	rounds	[HLP11]	
	

	
											With	privacy:	need		

					Corrupted	par$es	can	evaluate	residual	func$on	on	many	inputs	
	fh(x)=f(h,x)		

													where	h=fixed	inputs	of	honest	par$es	
		

	

											Without	privacy:	one	round	is	enough	
				Everyone	broadcast	their	inputs		

	



Round	Complexity	and	Assump$ons	

Semi-Honest	ΟΤ	 O(1)	rounds	[BMR90…]	 4	rounds	[GMW87+AIK05]	

LWE	 6	rounds	[GMPP16]	 2	rounds	[MW15]	

iO	 4	rounds	[HPW16]	 2	rounds	[GGHR14]	

Sta$c	MPC	protocols		

Adap$ve	MPC	protocols		

Semi-Honest	OT	 O(1)1	[IPS08];	O(depthC)2	[CLOS02,	GS12,	DMRV13,	V14]	

LWE	 O(1)	1	rounds	[DPR16]	 3	rounds	1	[DPR16]	

iO	 O(depthC)[GP15+CLOS02]	 2	rounds	2	[GP15]	

Crypto	Assump$on	 Plain	Model	 CRS	Model	

1	n-1	adap$ve	corrup$ons.	
2	n	adap$ve	corrup$ons.		



[GMPP16]	
Suppose	that	there	exists	a	k-round	NMCOM;		then	

•  (2PC):	there	exists	a	max(4,	k	+	1)-round	protocol	for	securely	
realizing	every	two-party	func$onality;		

•  (MPC):	 there	 exists	 a	 max(4,	 k	 +	 1)-round	 protocol	 for	
securely	realizing	the	mul$-party	coin-flipping	func$onality.		

We	establish	that	four	rounds	are	both	necessary	and	sufficient	
for	both	the	results	above	based	on	the	3-round	NMCOM	of	
[GPR16].	
	



[GMPP16]	
Let p(λ) = ω(logλ), where λ is the security parameter. Then there 
does not exist a 3-round protocol with simultaneous message 
transmission for tossing p(λ) coins which can be proven secure 
via black- box simulation.  



Proof	(sketch)	

P1	 P2	 P1	 P2	Rescheduled		

Contradict	
the	result	of	

[KO04]	

Remark	

Suppose	 that	 there	 exists	 a	 protocol	
which	realizes	simulatable	coin-	
flipping	in	3	rounds.		



Informa$on-Theore$c	Sehng	



[DNP16]	

Is	it	really	inherent	that	the	typical	gate-by-gate	
approach	to	secure	computa$on	requires	

communica$on	for	each	mul$plica$on	opera$on?	
	

			(both	for	honest	majority	and	dishonest	majority	with	
preprocessing)		



Gate-by-gate	protocols:	
synchronous		

point-to-point	secure	channels		
n-party		

t-out-of-n	sta$c	corrup$ons	
semi-honest	security		
sta$s$cal	security		

Protocols	call	an	MGP	protocol	per	Mult.	gate	

Our	Model		



Mul$plica$on	Gate	Protocol	ΠMULT	

[a]St,n	 [b]St,n	

[ab]S’t,n	

ΠMULT	

Goal:		
Correctness:	Everyone	computes	a	share	of	[ab]S’t,n	
Security:	revealing	[ab]S’t,n	reveals	nothing	more	than	ab.	

Model	



[DNP16]	
	
In	 the	 preprocessing	 model,	 there	 exists	 no	 MGP	 ΠMULT	 with	
expected	 an$cipated	 communica$on	 complexity	 ≤	 n	 −	 1	 and	
with	addi.ve	secret-sharing	Sn-1,n	as	output	sharing	scheme.		
	



P1	(a)	
				 Exchange	[a]Sn-1,n,	[b]Sn-1,n	

	
	

Exchange	shares	of	[c]Sn-1,n	
	

Emula$on	 Emula$on	

Proof	(sketch)	 Suppose	that	there	exists	ΠMULT	
	with	expected	CC	≤	n	−	1				

b1,...,bn-1	 an	

Run	ΠMULT	with	u	←	PU		
		
	

c1,...,cn-1	 cn	

c=ab	 c=ab	

Contradict	
the	result	of	
[WW10]	

P2	(b)	
	
		

Remark	



Conclusion	

Lower	bounds	on	the	communica$on	and	round	complexity	of	
informa.on-theore.c	(adap$ve)	protocols	that	follow	the	gate-by-gate	

design	pa}ern.		
	

Lower	bounds	on	the	round	complexity	of	computa.onally	secure	
(adap$ve)	protocols.	

	



Open	problems	in	the	IT	Sehng		

Novel	approach	must	be	found	to	construct	O(1)	
round	protocols		

(that	beat	the	complexi$es	of	BGW,	CCD,	GMW	etc.)	



Open	problems	in	the	Computa$onal	
Sehng		

Semi-Honest	OT	 O(1)	1	[IPS08];	O(depthC)	2	[CLOS02,	GS12,	DMRV13,	V14]	

LWE	 N/A	

iO	 2	rounds	2	[GP15]	

Crypto	Assump$on	 Adap$ve	MPC	Protocols		

This	talk	

Bounds	on	the	round	complexity	of	secure	MPC:		
CRS	Model:	2	rounds	[HLP11]	
Plain	model:	max(4,	k+1)	rounds	given	a	k-round	non-malleable						 	

																		commitment			[GMPP16]	
	
Sta$c	Security:	2	rounds	[MW15,	GGHR14]	in	the	CRS	model.	
																												4	rounds	[[HPW16]	(improve	upon	5	rounds	[GMPP16])	in	the	plain	model.	
	
	
	
	

Can	we	get	op$mal-round	sta$c	as	well	as	adap$ve	MPC	protocols	from	
different/weaker	assump$ons?		



Round	Complexity	and	Assump$ons	

Semi-Honest	ΟΤ	 O(1)	rounds	[BMR90…]	 4	rounds	[GMW87+AIK05]	

LWE	 6	rounds	[GMPP16]	 2	rounds	[MW15]	

iO	 4	rounds	[HPW16]	 2	rounds	[GGHR14]	

Sta$c	MPC	protocols		

Adap$ve	MPC	protocols		

Semi-Honest	OT	 O(1)1	[IPS08];	O(depthC)2	[CLOS02,	GS12,	DMRV13,	V14]	

LWE	 O(1)	1	rounds	[DPR16]	 3	rounds	1	[DPR16]	

iO	 O(depthC)[GP15+CLOS02]	 2	rounds	2	[GP15]	

Crypto	Assump$on	 Plain	Model	 CRS	Model	

1	n-1	adap$ve	corrup$ons.	
2	n	adap$ve	corrup$ons.		
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